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Overview
These release notes pertain to the Oracle Internet File System Release 1.1.10 
for AIX-Based Systems, Compaq Tru64 UNIX, HP 9000 Series HP-UX, 
Linux Intel, and Sun Solaris Intel. These notes also ship with Oracle9i 
Application Server Release 1.0.2.2.

This document contains the following topics:

■ New Features in Oracle IFS Release 1.1.10

■ Client Certifications

■ Installation Instructions

■ Deprecations in the Oracle IFS Java API

■ Oracle Internet File System Configuration Files

■ Oracle Text Patch

■ Known Issues

■ Known Bugs

New Features in Oracle IFS Release 1.1.10
Release 1.1.10 of Oracle IFS can be installed against the Oracle9i database or 
the Oracle8i Release 3 (8.1.7) database. For more information, see 
Installation Instructions. This release also contains enhancements made for 
Oracle IFS release 1.1.9, which was a translation release for Release 1.1.6.
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Client Certifications
The following client software versions have been tested and certified for the 
Oracle IFS:

Netscape:

■ Netscape Communicator 4.72 production release (for FTP, IMAP4, 
SMTP, HTTP, and the Web interface)

Microsoft:

■ Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 and 5.5 with Outlook Express (for FTP, 
IMAP4, SMTP, HTTP, and the Web interface)

■ Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 Workstation, or NT Server, Service Pack 6, 
and higher (for Windows access with SMB and the Windows interface)

■ Microsoft Windows 95

■ Microsoft Windows 98

■ Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional

Eudora 4.3 for IMAP, SMTP

Installation Instructions
To update an existing installation of Oracle IFS 1.1.6 or later, follow the 
instructions listed in Instructions for Migrating an Existing Oracle IFS 
Instance. If this is a new installation of Oracle IFS, begin with Instructions 
for Clean Oracle IFS Installation section.

Instructions for Migrating an Existing Oracle IFS Instance

To migrate from Oracle IFS 1.1.6 and later, perform the following 
pre-configuration steps:

1. To stop all the Protocol Servers use the following command:

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs1.1/bin/ifsstop

2. Backup any custom configuration files you have created. The Oracle IFS 
Configuration Assistant overwrites protocol configuration files, 
including any you may have customized. 

3. Restore these files after the Configuration Assistant has run 
successfully.

4. If this installation of Oracle IFS is to run against an Oracle9i database, 
the CTXSYS schema needs to be unlocked before the Oracle IFS 
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Configuration Assistant is run. If you do not unlock the schema, the 
Oracle Text verification performed by the Oracle IFS Configuration 
Assistant will fail with an error. The error explicitly indicates that the 
schema is locked. At this point, you could exit the configuration, unlock 
the schema and then restart the Configuration Assistant.

To unlock the CTXSYS schema, use the following commands:

SQLPLUS ’sys/<SYS_PASSWORD> as sysdba’
SQL> ALTER USER CTXSYS IDENTIFIED BY <CTXSYS_PASSWORD> ACCOUNT 
UNLOCK;

After the Oracle IFS Configuration Assistant completes successfully, use 
the Oracle Password Management Utility. To lock the CTXSYS schema 
use the following command:

SQL> ALTER USER CTXSYS IDENTIFIED BY <CTXSYS_PASSWORD> ACCOUNT LOCK;

Optional E-mail Configuration

Oracle IFS provides a mail server for delivery and receipt of e-mails. To 
enable e-mail delivery, perform the following steps.

a. Login as the user who installed Oracle IFS.

b. Make the following change to the sendmail.cf file in:

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs1.1/admin/templates/admin/email/filename
The filename for each platform is provided in the table below:

Change the line:

KdoCheck program <IFS_JRE>/bin/jre

to read:

KdoCheck program <IFS_JRE>/bin/java

5. Run the Oracle IFS Configuration Assistant with the following script:

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs1.1/bin/ifsconfig

Platform Filename

AIX aix

HP hpux

Linux linux

Tru64 osf1
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6. Perform the post-setup configuration steps described in Post 
Configuration Instructions.

Instructions for Clean Oracle IFS Installation

The following instructions apply for first-time installations of Oracle IFS. 
The Standard and Enterprise Editions of Oracle9iAS 1.0.2.2 both install 
release 1.1.10 of Oracle IFS automatically. After release 1.1.10 of Oracle IFS 
is installed, it must be configured before it can be started and used.

NOTE: If Oracle IFS is being installed independently of Oracle 9i 
Application Server, the ifsconfig script mentioned in step 3 starts 
automatically.

1. If this installation of Oracle IFS is to run against an Oracle 9i database, 
the CTXSYS schema needs to be unlocked before the Oracle IFS 
Configuration Assistant is run. If you do not unlock the schema, the 
Oracle Text verification performed by the Oracle IFS Configuration 
Assistant will fail with an error. The error explicitly indicates that the 
schema is locked. At this point, you could exit the configuration, unlock 
the schema and then restart the Configuration Assistant.

To unlock the CTXSYS schema, use the following commands:

SQLPLUS ’sys/<SYS_PASSWORD> as sysdba’
SQL> ALTER USER CTXSYS IDENTIFIED BY <CTXSYS_PASSWORD> ACCOUNT 
UNLOCK;

After the Oracle IFS Configuration Assistant completes successfully, use 
the Oracle Password Management Utility to lock the CTXSYS schema:

SQL> ALTER USER CTXSYS IDENTIFIED BY <CTXSYS_PASSWORD> ACCOUNT LOCK;

2. Optional E-mail Configuration

Oracle IFS provides a mail server for delivery and receipt of e-mails. To 
enable e-mail delivery, perform the following steps.

a. Login as the user who installed Oracle IFS.

b. Make the following change to the sendmail.cf file in:

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs1.1/admin/templates/admin/email/solaris

■ Change this line:

KdoCheck program <IFS_JRE>/bin/jre

■ to read:
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KdoCheck program <IFS_JRE>/bin/java

3. To complete the successful installation of Oracle IFS Release 1.1.10, 
execute the Oracle IFS Configuration Assistant by running the 
following script:

%ORACLE_HOME%/ifs1.1/bin/ifsconfig

4. As part of the configuration, you can choose to use existing schemas or 
create new schemas, as explained in the Schema Configuration section.

Schema Configuration Configure your schema according to the release of 
database used for this installation of Oracle IFS.

Running Oracle IFS with an Oracle9i Database If this Oracle IFS instance uses 
an Oracle9i database as the datastore, the following configuration rules 
apply:

■ To continue using your existing Oracle9i schema, select the "Re-use 
existing schema" option. Otherwise, select the "Create a new schema."

■ If your existing Oracle IFS schema is stored within an 8.1.7 database, 
the schema needs to be migrated to an Oracle9i database before this 
release of the Oracle IFS can be configured to use this schema. After 
successful migration, run the Oracle IFS configuration assistant and 
select the "Re-use existing schema" option.

Running Oracle IFS with an 8.1.7 Database If this instance of Oracle IFS uses an 
Oracle8i database as the datastore, the following configuration rules apply:

■ The "re-use existing schema" option allows you to continue using your 
existing 8.1.7-based Oracle IFS schema.

■ To create a new schema, select the “Create a new schema” option.

Post Configuration Instructions

To accommodate changes to the Oracle HTTP Server, additional steps need 
to be taken to configure the iFS servlet.

NOTE: These post configuration instructions are necessary for the Oracle9i 
Application Server Release 1.0.2.2 only.

1. Configure the Oracle IFS Servlet by performing the following steps:

a. If the Oracle HTTP Server is running, stop it by executing the 
following script from the $ORACLE_HOME/Apache/Apache/bin 
directory:

$ apachectl stop
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b. Run the ifsapachesetup script in the $ORACLE_
HOME/ifs1.1/bin directory as the user who installed Oracle9iAS. 
This script sets up the following Jserv configuration files:

jserv.conf
jserv.properties
zone.properties

c. Perform the following alterations to the jserv.conf in the 
$ORACLE_HOME/Apache/Jserv/etc directory:

Remove the following line:

ApJServMount /ifs/root

Add the following two lines:

ApJServGroup ifs1110 1 1 <ORACLE_HOME> \
/Apache/Jserv/etc/jserv.properties

ApJServGroupMount /ifs balance://ifs1110/root

2. Run the following script as root to complete the setup:

$ORACLE_HOME/ifs1.1/bin/ifssetup

After this script runs, Oracle IFS configuration is complete.

3. To re-start the Oracle HTTP server, execute the following script:

$ <ORACLE_HOME>/Apache/Apache/bin/apachectl start

Accessing Oracle IFS over HTTP

If you are using a browser or using Web Folders (DAV), use the following 
web-sites for accessing Oracle IFS.

http://<server-name>:<port>/ifs/files 

Deprecations in the Oracle IFS Java API 
As the Oracle IFS Java API grows to take advantage of new features and 
technology, certain classes, fields and methods may be deprecated. These 
deprecations will be deleted in the following major release. This allows our 
customers a full release cycle to modify their applications to use the 
supported classes, fields, and methods.

Note: The default port is 7777.
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To see what is deprecated in this release, go to the "Deprecated" link in the 
Javadoc. Each deprecation has a comment indicating the equivalent 
supported usage. To check if your application is using any deprecated 
classes, fields, or methods compile your Java application with the 
-deprecation flag.

Oracle Internet File System Configuration Files 
Configuration files (*.def) are used in administering Oracle IFS servers and 
agents. In most cases, customers use the configuration files shipped with 
the product. If you need to customize or write additional configuration 
files, these files must be written in ASCII or encoded as UTF8, otherwise 
they will fail.

Oracle Text Patch
Oracle Text 8.1.7.0.1 patch is available. Below is list of the bugs fixed in the 
patch. If you want to installing this patch, contact Worldwide Support:

Bug Description

953969 DEADLOCK POSSIBLE DURING COMMIT 
PROCESSING

1398499 LEXER ERRORS SHOULD NOT CAUSE INDEXING 
FAILURE

1404349 CATSEARCH COREDUMPS DURING CONDITION 
PARSE

1404388 MULTILEXER COREDUMPS FOR ABOUT QUERY

1404442 HTML SECTION CORE DUMP ON TEXT FILE 
WITH ">"

1412631 ORA-1002 ERROR SHOULD HALT INDEXING

1414278 ORA-1727 CREATING CTXCAT INDEX

1414339 INDEXING SHOULD HANDLE SNAPSHOT TOO 
OLD

1416425 DATASTORES DO NOT HANDLE V-WIDTH CLOBS 
WITH STRAY NULLS

1420507 MEMORY CORRUPTION IN SECTION PARSING

1483871 $K, $R TABLES CANNOT HANDLE LARGE 
DOCIDS

1539070 DELETED ROWS NOT REFLECTED IN DR$DELETE
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Known Issues

Web Proxies for FTP Drag and Drop

Users may need to edit their web browser preferences so that they do not 
use a proxy for FTP. Using a web proxy may cause problems when using 
drag and drop in the Web interface to upload files to the server.

Apache Setup

Chapter 9 of the Oracle Internet File System Setup and Administration Guide 
accompanying this release indicates that a script needs to be run in order to 
set up Oracle HTTP Server featuring Apache on Windows NT/2000. The 
Configuration Assistant performs this Apache setup function automatically; 
therefore the script is not included and does not need to be run.

Chapter 9 of the Oracle Internet File System Setup and Administration Guide 
accompanying this release also provides incorrect information on accessing 
Oracle Internet File System for Oracle HTTP Server featuring Apache. The 
correct path to access Oracle Internet File System is as follow:

http://<servername>:<port_number>/ifs/files

Mapping Oracle Internet File System Network Drives

Mapping a network drive to an NT/2000 server is controlled by Windows, 
independent of Oracle Internet File System. As a result, the user must first 
be authenticated by Windows for access to the NT/2000 server.

If users are having difficulty mapping an Oracle Internet File System drive, 
the NT/2000 administrator should create a shared drive on the NT/2000 
server independent of Oracle Internet File System, and have the users try to 
map to it. If this fails, refer to your Windows NT/2000 documentation for 
more information on Windows authentication.

Instructions for end users: When mapping a network drive to Oracle 
Internet File System running on an NT/2000 server, specify a Windows user 
ID and password valid for that NT/2000 server. (Without a valid Windows 
user ID and password on the NT/2000 server, you will be unable to map to 
Oracle Internet File System.) If this user ID does not also exist in Oracle 
Internet File System, you will be logged in as Oracle Internet File System 
user ID "guest" automatically. You may not connect to Oracle Internet File 
System through NTFS without a valid Windows user ID and password. (To 
connect to Oracle Internet File System running on a Windows NT/2000 
server without a valid Windows user ID and password, use the Web 
Interface.)
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Warning: In mapping an Oracle Internet File System drive to an NT/2000 
server, the user does not need to provide a valid Oracle Internet File System 
password, since the user has been authenticated by Windows. Therefore, 
the NT/2000 administrator must be trusted not to create NT/2000 user 
accounts with the same name as an Oracle Internet File System user for the 
purpose of fraudulently accessing that Oracle Internet File System user’s 
data.

When mapping a network drive to Oracle Internet File System running on a 
UNIX server, an Oracle Internet File System user ID and password is 
sufficient. If the user name you provide is not a valid Oracle Internet File 
System user on this UNIX server, you will be logged in as "guest" 
automatically, assuming the administrator has not disabled this option.

Instructions for System Administrators:

Each Oracle Internet File System user requires a Windows NT/2000 account 
with the same user ID. If the server is in a Windows domain, Oracle 
recommends the user account be created at the domain level. Otherwise, 
the user account can be local to the Windows NT/2000 server.

Access Control Lists (ACLs)

Access Control Lists on Created Objects The ACL associated with any created 
object is determined by the user’s default ACL as specified in the Primary 
User Profile. A non-admin-enabled user’s default ACL is set to 
PUBLISHED, except for MailBox, MailDocument, MailFolder, and Message, 
which are PRIVATE. An admin-enabled user’s default ACL is set to 
PRIVATE, except for the following classes, which are set to PUBLISHED:

■ VersionSeries

■ VersionDescription

■ AccessControlList

■ PropertyBundle

Note: Mapping a drive on Windows NT/2000 server that is 
in a domain you are not authenticated against may require 
supplying the user ID in the following syntax: 
<domainname>\<userid>, for example, MyDomain\gking. 
Oracle IFS ignores the domain prefix and only looks at the 
user id.
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■ DirectoryObject

To change the default ACL applied to a document, access Oracle Internet 
File System from the Web or Windows interface.

Modifying System ACLs  A system administrator has the privilege to modify 
System ACLs (PUBLIC, PUBLISHED, PROTECTED). The administrator can 
mistakenly modify a system ACL in a manner that renders it useless by 
deleting the WORLD Access Control Entry (ACE). Care should be taken 
when modifying any system ACLs.

For more information on setting system ACLs, refer to the Oracle Internet 
File System Setup and Administration Guide.

Known Bugs 
For more information on existing bugs, and their workarounds, refer to 
Technical Bulletin, Alert No. 146173.1 on the following web-site:

http://metalink.oracle.com
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